CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

SHENZHEN INTERNATIONAL AWARD
IN PLANT SCIENCES

Selection Criteria
The Award recognizes a specific contribution or series of contributions that demonstrate the significance of the role of the nominees in setting a standard for excellence in one or more of the following areas.

• Research and technology innovation in the plant sciences;
• International cooperation/collaboration;
• Promotion of education/outreach in the plant sciences;
• Professional service to global scientific communities.

Nomination Close on Friday, June 30, 2017.

Submission Procedures
Nominations for the award should be submitted using the online nomination system at the IBC 2017 web site. http://www.ibc2017.cn/szaward/

Please complete the nomination form and prepare the requested supporting documents including:

• A statement describing the nominee’s accomplishments relative to the selection criteria;
• Four to six (4-6) supporting letters from others who are familiar with the nominee’s work;
• The nominee’s complete curriculum vitae, including a list of publications, patents, honors, professional activities, and other relevant information.

The 2017 Shenzhen International Award will be presented on July 29, 2017 at the closing session of the IBC 2017.